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i voted for a woman in the last presidential election.
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Olga Vladimirovna Rozanova (b. Melenki 1886 - d. Moscow 1918). Although she was mainly a
painter, she also developed her activities in the field of design, fashion, book illustration and
poetry, and was one of the leading representatives of the new typography. In her artistic life, she
participated in the activities of cubo-futurist and suprematist artists. Her poetry is close to zaum
language (her husband was Alexei Kruchenykh, creator of zaum), seeking through an "intuitive
creation" of the phonetic of different languages, a universal intercommunication between them.
In this poem called Spain she takes the sonority of some Spanish words -both real and fictional
- and transforms them according to a rhythmic oral cadence, mixing them with other words from
Russian: "Antiquary", "Phantom", "Grimaces", "The anthem", "Of death", generating a dramatic
and poetic game of tones that portray a place; "the patterns of association are almost entirely
paronomastic, and continuity is based on such paronomastic links" (Gerald Janecek).
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Nancy Perloff on Natalia Gonchorova
from Mirskontsa (Worldbackwards): Collaborative Book Art and Transrational Sounds
Goncharova’s cover designs for Mirskontsa work closely with a concept of book format and
production that was most likely developed by Kruchenykh. In 1912, prior to the publication of
Mirskontsa, Kruchenykh initiated a collaboration with Goncharova and Larionov on a series of
postcards, in which drawings and texts were hand-lithographed on one side, and artist’s name,
title of drawing, publisher’s name (Kruchenykh), and printer’s name were typeset on the reverse.
Susan Compton argues convincingly that the postcards served as a lead-up to the
hand-lithographed books. In his design for Mirskontsa, Kruchenykh pushes the limits of
handmade processes. He cultivates a deliberately unrefined and unconventional appearance by
choosing a square format, a stapled binding, and cheap, brittle paper with rough edges. The
makeshift nature of the binding and the paper captures an aesthetic that Goncharova, as
creator of the cover, expresses in each of the 220 collages that she designed for the book. On
the Getty copy (see fig. 1), she uses a single sheet of green paper, pastes a cutout in the shape
of a flower, and creates a second collage out of a white strip of paper for the title and the
authors’ names. The lower stem of the flower is partially covered by the white strip, while the
three petals on the upper right appear to have originally extended beyond the cover itself but



have since been torn or cut off. Goncharova thus experiments with partial views, equivocal
readings, and gestures of incompletion. Her lettering of the title, МИРСКОНЦА, and the authors’
names, А. КРУЧЕНЫХ В. ХЛЕБНИКОВ, mixes print (ОН of the title, ЕН of Kruchenykh, ОВ of
Khlebnikov), with cursive (the “Р” in “МИР” and the “У” in “КРУ”), the latter partially concealing
the archaic letterform “Е” of “ХЛЕБНИКОВ.” The obscuring of visual forms and letters and the
general disorderliness of the writing offset the strict alignment of the first initials of first and last
names (“А” and “В”) and (“К” and “Х”) and of the hard signs at the end. Highlighted and, in the
case of the “К” and “Х,” made similar in form, these self-sufficient “letters as such” become
abstract, independent sounds that anticipate the importance of the phonic dimension in this
book. On other copies of Mirskontsa, Goncharova modifies her flower collage. She varies the
shape—so that some cutouts bear a closer resemblance to flower forms than others—and she
uses a range of colors and materials, from shiny black, glossy or matte green, and marbleized
papers, to gold and silver foil with printed patterns. The variants reflect Goncharova’s particular
fusion of primitivism and the movement toward nonobjective art. Seen one way, the Getty cover
(see fig. 1) evokes a human form with splayed legs and arms, or a flower stem tilted at a
diagonal so that petals on the left appear closer, and therefore larger, than those on the right.
Viewed another way, the collage is a purely abstract form in which edges are partly torn and
concealed. Copies at the Museum of Modern Art, New York, similarly oscillate between abstract
imagery and stylized cutouts evocative of a human figure, a flower cup with stems and blossom,
and a child’s toy paper boat (figs. 6, 7).
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modern comic strip. Cheap and simple books,
similar to chapbooks, which mostly consisted
of pictures, are called lubok literature.
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Alex Cigale: Elena Guro (b. 1877-1913) was an early Modernist
Russian poet and artist who died at an early age, of
leukemia. Her importance to Russian avant-garde poets cannot
be overstated. Guro, along with her husband, musician,
composer, artist Mikhail Matyushin (who had contributed the
music to Kruchenykh’s Futurist opera Victory Over the Sun,)
was truly an early moving force in the Russian avant garde.
As early as 1908, her home was a central meeting place for
discussions of art and literature. Her critique of
urbanization was to become a major theme for the Russian
Futurists, or as they dubbed themselves “BUDETLYANI” (people
of the future, something that has been translated as “The
Futurians,”) who took pains to distinguish themselves from
the Italian Futurists and their worship of the machine. The
Russian Futurists were, to the contrary, as critical of the
city as they were of the bourgeoisie, largely ironic about
the machine age; key for them was a revival of folk customs,
expressed within the limited vocabulary and means of the
naïve and anti-art and, as often with Khlebnikov so always
for Guro, imbued everywhere with animistic motifs. Her work
was posthumously featured in TROE, the Russian Futurist book
dedicated to her memory.
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Malevich -- In the year 1913, trying desperately to free art
from the dead weight of the real world, I took refuge in the

form of the square.
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Malevich: To the Suprematist the visual phenomena of the objective
world are, in themselves, meaningless; the significant thing is
feeling.
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The Great Darkness
and thus to infinity
(1617)

Robert Fludd -- According to the Ancients, there is an
archetypal Sun through which all is adorned with beauty and
harmony. They attribute the mystery of the visible, created
Sun to this divine Sun, Apollo, who carries life, grace and
health in his right hand but in his left a bow and arrows as
a sign of his severity. Similar to him is Bacchus or
Dionysus, by whom creatures are torn in pieces. But he is the
same being, known by day as Apollo and at night as Dionysus,



the Prince of Darkness. As Dionysus tears man into his seven
pieces by night, so Apollo restores him by day to his
sevenfold constitution. They are both none other than the one
God, who works in all.
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Patricia Cox Miller
from In Praise of Nonsense
It is curious that modern scholars, if they have studied alphabetical
language at all, have tended largely to take precisely the view that
Paul had predicted of outsiders and unbelievers: in various ways, it
is nonsense. The range of scholarly reaction to such language has run
from outright disapproval to a kind of amused fascination. On the
negative side, such language has been viewed as compulsive and
egotistic, presuming as it does to summon divine presence into the
human realm. Establishing a "lien on God" rather than a "means of
approach to him", the users of such language mock the true spiritual
life with their mutterings of meaningless sounds. On the positive
side, such mutterings are transformed into "mystical gibberish", fit
to be compared with Rimbaud's "Sonnet to the Vowels"' They are, in
other words, symbolic, attempting to reflect in human writing and
speaking the "heavenly writing" of the stars. And they are playful,
carrying into adult life the alphabetical games of the child learning
the letters, reciting them backward, forward, from the ends to the
middle and so on. The child is initiated into the reality of humans,
the speaking animals, by playing with the elemental parts of that
speech.
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line definite in his character. general. to participate.
almost. alone. cord. defined within her nature. general.
to take apart. nearly by oneself. row fixed during its temperament.



general. to share. all but sole. range. definite.
into one's characteristic. general. to partake almost only.
line defined from his feature. general. to participate.
nearly single. cord. fixed in her expression. general.
to take part. all but mere. row definite within its handwriting.
general. to share. almost bare. range. defined during one's letter.
general. to partake. nearly alone.

71

this species time. the at. to designate who.
that sort occasion. the in. to appoint which.
that kind time. the to. to indicate that.
that nature occasion. the from. to designate who.
this instance time. the of. to appoint which.
that species occasion. the on. to indicate that.
this sort time. the for. to designate who.
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that and original version. the at. blow. afterwards.
ridge. that and inventive version. the in. knock.
later. summit. that and eccentric version. the to.
stroke. afterwards. top. that and original version.
the from. hit. later. peak.
that and inventive version. the of. thrust.
afterwards. height. that and eccentric version.
the on. stab. later. ridge. that and original version.
the for. shot. afterwards. summit.
that and inventive version. the by. beat. later.
top. that and eccentric version. the with.
sound. afterwards. peak.
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underground. with him. thou. eyes. diamond.
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subterranean. any her. you. eyes. diamond.
with instant illusion. opaque and
underground. some him. thou. eyes. diamond.
on degree delusion. opaque and
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as one given to one
in 1

from the conception
by the exconception
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not ob th rop
coat cat cake

out in the rain

faster their
everything
than non

feathers of they conception
thee thy thy they

artifacts
of the knit concave

perennial yesfleshed coat
several processes
suitcase, everythingism
broadly elements of
nonmeaning
to the point of contradictory
collagefeathers
in the smallest areas
of twentieth century life

developments in typographical dance
in addition to cultural newt nests
desires finer cycles
of archaic thinking
shows how the snow howls

sensuality as a character



of subconscious islands
and phonetic incursions
of moons & spoons & shoes

wooden spoons
as neckties
probably keep us both alive

while grapples which
the arts
a can of bees
the fur that who

necklace of necessity
hidden moistly
along the neck

a slab of lichen chinchilla

the transformatior
furthe-form
feathers foaming
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nexus
to expect today

fashions of the centaur

solitude is
history
individual prevailing and final
a reflection
of
the contemporary book
















































